Increasing students’
engagement and progress in
English through exploration of
its ‘real world’ application

Context
A wide gap in boys and girls’ attainment at GCSE in English.
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• Research suggesting that boys are more interested in a
subject when they understand the purpose of studying it.
• Boys are said to prefer non-fiction

My process:
• A survey ascertaining how much my Y10 students
enjoy and value English, filled in by my class and
another class with a similar range of attainment
• A series of lessons that explicitly explain what part
English plays in society + how English is relevant to
specific professions
• A repeat of the survey for both classes

My findings:
•

The second survey did not suggest that my lessons had any
positive impact on how much boys enjoyed the subject.

•

Enjoyment of English decreased slightly in both classes
between midway through Y10 and the end of Y10

•

More students were considering taking English or Media
Studies A level by the end of the year

•

My class made links between English and a wider range of
professions

Average Attainment in Surveyed Classes
My Class

Other Class

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

FFT20 Target English
Language

5.67

5.42

5.4

5.92

FFT20 Target English
Literature

5.67

5.58

5.7
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End of Y10 ‘on track’ grade
Language

5.5

5.17

5.6

5.69

End of Y10 ‘on track’ grade
Literature

5.67

5.25

5.8

5.43
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Survey Questions
1. How much do you enjoy studying English?
2. How good at English do you think you are?
3. How much effort do you make in English?
4. What do you like about English as a subject?
5. What frustrates you about English as a subject?
6. How important do you think getting a good GCSE grade in English is?
7. Please explain your answer to the question above.
8. In what ways do you think English will be useful in later life?
9. What jobs do you think studying English will lead to?
10.Are you thinking of studying English Literature or Media Studies at A level?

First Survey
• Both classes were fairly positive about English: on a scale of 1-5 the
average was 3.17 for my class and 3.57 for the other.
• Girls were marginally more positive than boys in both classes.
• Boys had more confidence in their ability in English than girls in both
classes.
• Boys and girls felt they put in almost exactly the the same amount of
effort – with girls claiming to put in very slightly more.
• Both groups saw a good GCSE grade in English as very important.
• About 16% of my class (25% of boys) were interested in studying at A level
compared to about 33% of the other class.

First Survey
What they liked
Students in both classes frequently named creative writing, reading and the
broad scope of the subject as the things they enjoyed about English.
Some boys also mentioned skills e.g. finding hidden meanings, trying out
different writing styles.
What frustrated them
Having to write a lot. Having to analyse. Having to remember quotes.
Why they think it is useful
Most said it would help them get into further education or jobs where they
have to write applications or do interviews and then it will help with any
writing within jobs.
Some talked about communicating with others – helping to understand
people better and to form clear arguments.
A couple mentioned writing stories and understanding books and films.

First Survey -What jobs they thought English could lead to:
My Class:
author/writer x18
journalist/reporter x15
teacher x14
publisher x4
editor x4
lecturer x3
playwright x2
historian x2
scriptwriter
news presenter
law
analyser e.g political analyser
interviewer
Anything to do with writing or public
speaking.

Other Class:
writer x8
teacher x7
journalist x4
librarian x3
lawyer x3
book/film critic/ reviewer x3
therapist x2
lecturer
scholar
a poet
newspaper/film editor
directing plays
administration
doctor
high paying jobs

Almost anything/ every job etc.x4

basically anything/any jobs x5

Second Survey
• Enjoyment was very slightly lower in both classes. In my class
it went from 3.17-3 and in the other 3.57-3.55. In my class
girls’ enjoyment increased from 3.25 to 3.44, while boys’
enjoyment went down from 2.91 – 2.89. Conversely in the
other class girls’ enjoyment dropped from 3.75 - 3.67 while
boys’ enjoyment went up from 3.36 – 3.4.
• My class felt they were making the same amount of effort at
the end of the year as they did at the beginning, though boys’
effort had decreased slightly and girls increased. In the other
class, both boys and girls were making slightly less effort.

Second Survey
• Both classes saw a good GCSE grade in English as even more
important, in my class the amount boys valued it had gone up
from 4.36 - 4.78, girls from 4.75 – 4.89. In the other class boys
had increased from 4.27 - 4.4 but girls were valuing it less,
going from 4.67 - 4.58.
• The number of students interested in studying English in my
class increased from 16% to 26% (25% of boys and 45% girls).
In the other class it increased from 33% to 39% ( 55% boys
and 33% girls).

Second Survey
What they liked
In the other class poetry and reading as a class were added to analysis,
creative writing and reading.
In my class boys also now mentioned a few extras:
“history”, “talking about our culture” “the reasons behind the way things are”
“I enjoy interacting with subjects and topics that relate to what I think and
allow me to express my own opinions in an environment that improves my
understanding”
“when we learn about different news stories around the world
it lets you realise your opinions”
Girls added:
“I like the non-fiction reading aspect of English”
“you learn new things”
“English is a very good way to expand your knowledge”
“it helps you voice your opinions on certain topics you feel strongly about”
“I think it is a really good subject that can help you expand your knowledge
and your imagination.”

Second Survey
What frustrated them
In the other class, making enough progress and being too slow, looking at old
literature and the irrelevance of the subject were added to remembering
quotes, writing large amounts and endlessly analysing.
In my class new frustrations for girls were “little things affecting your overall
grade”, “exam practice” as well as how hard it is to get a good grade.
Boys mentioned: “Studying more boring texts over and over again, especially
if you get the point quite quickly”, “going over exam techniques and
questions can get quite dull (even if it is important)”, “slow progress”
Why they think it is useful
Again they talked about what English allowed them to access – 6th Form,
university, jobs – specifically better paid jobs. They also said it would help you
communicate and understand.
“It can help you think about current situations in a different way”
“English is crucial in later life because all aspects of people's lives are entirely
revolving around language and communication.

Second Survey -What jobs they thought English could lead to:
Other Class:
teacher x13
writer/author x10
journalist x7
publisher x2
poet x2
lecturer
lawyer
book critic
office jobs
politics
anything/most writing based
occupations/most jobs x4

My Class:
journalist/news reporter x11
writer/author x10
teacher x7
president/politician/MP x4
sports commentator x2
editor x2
lecturer/academic x2
commentator x3
manager
public speaker
comedian
advertising manager
community manager
football coach
publisher
travel writer
every job/everything/most jobs/and
many more x5

What jobs they thought English could lead to:
My Class First Survey:

My Class Second Survey:

author/writer x18
journalist/reporter x15
teacher x14
publisher x4
editor x4
lecturer x3
playwright x2
historian x2
scriptwriter
news presenter
law
analyser e.g political analyser
interviewer

journalist/news reporter x11
writer/author x10
teacher x7
president/politician/MP x4
sports commentator x2
editor x2
lecturer/academic x2
commentator x3
manager
public speaker
comedian
advertising manager
community manager
football coach
publisher
travel writer
every job//most jobs/etc x5

anything to do with writing or public
speaking/almost anything/ every job
etc.x5

My findings:
•

The second survey did not suggest that my lessons had any
positive impact on how much boys enjoyed the subject.

•

Enjoyment of English decreased very slightly in both classes
between midway through Y10 and the end of Y10.

•

More students were considering taking English or Media
Studies A level by the end of the year.

•

My class made links between English and a wider range of
professions.

